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Our service experts are looking forward to a trip to Berlin. For the first time, Stiegelmeyer will attend the
DMEA in April. The newly renamed fair (formerly called conhIT) shows digital solutions for all areas of
healthcare.

Stiegelmeyer shows exciting innovations at the DMEA trade fair in Berlin
Our service experts are looking forward to a trip to Berlin. For the first time, Stiegelmeyer will attend
the DMEA in April. The newly renamed fair (formerly called conhIT) shows digital solutions for all
areas of healthcare.
This is an ideal opportunity for Stiegelmeyer's service to present its intelligent process management for all
processes in the hospital. Under the name MIO we develop connectivity solutions for the "Smart Hospital".
MIO stands for "Modular - Individual - Organised". Which steps are most suitable for which facility is in fact
very individual and carefully planned with the responsible people on site. As an open system, MIO is
compatible with many hardware technologies.

The right bed at the right place
An example of the use of MIO is the indoor location of beds. Users can locate their beds anywhere in the
hospital. The application scenario determines the technology used. The data can be used for optimal
provision and maintenance of the beds. Employees always find the right bed at the right time at the right
place.
Another area of ??application for MIO is automatic documentation. It creates free space for the nursing work.
For example, inspections of medical devices are documented. This saves the responsible person a lot of
time-consuming manual paperwork.

Stiegelmeyer develops digital solutions for the "Smart Hospital".

Transparency with the BEST scan
If the service department of Stiegelmeyer is asked to support the process management in a facility, the work
often starts with our free BEST-Scan. Our experts come by for an in-depth tour of the hospital and bring
transparency into all bed-oriented processes, for example, in the provision or reprocessing. This will reveal
potential for optimising costs and relieving employees. Customers receive valuable advice on how to
increase patient satisfaction and enhance the image of their facility. All solutions are tailored to the different
needs of each customer. At the DMEA our team will inform visitors about the many benefits of BEST.
There are many other offerings to discover at our stand – such as the BLOC software, which controls the life
cycle of patient beds, and our bespoke maintenance and service models for your beds. Visitors can also look
forward to an innovative new product for controlling all relevant processes directly at the bed.
Our team awaits you from the 9th to the 11th of April at the Berlin Exhibition Center in hall 1.2, booth C-103.
If you would like to get in contact with our service experts, please email us at best@stiegelmeyer.com.
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